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Subject:	Departure Delays

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Scott Dunham

Date:		7/22/97


Name of Data Item

Departure Delays, Actual Departure delays.

Description of Data Item

A departure delay is a deviation from a scheduled flight time.  This can occur for a variety of reasons, such as ATC restrictions, mechanical problems, weather conditions or a myriad of other causes.  Not all these situations call for the same response, as their causes vary.  For example, ATC has no influence over a mechanical delay, but could intervene to improve the situation if delays were the result of a departure interval restriction.

Benefits

Distribution of departure delay information would assist aircraft operators in flight, gate, and schedule planning, and also assist ATC in better predicting traffic capacity and demand.  Forecasts of sector loading depend heavily on predictability of departure times. Off-schedule operations reduce the accuracy of airborne traffic predictions, resulting in less-than-optimal management of available capacity.  Additionally, ensuring that TFM personnel are aware of departure delays increases the likelihood that they can respond to the situation by reallocating resources or altering the configuration of the system to meet the demand.

Source of the Data

Departure delay information is available from at least two sources: airport ATC and the operators.  ATC currently must relay delay information via telephone, as there is no generally available automated means  of distribution.  It is unlikely that manually provided ATC data will be a reliable source of information, as providing such information will never be a high priority duty for air traffic controllers.  Airline ops centers receive reports from their gate personnel and aircraft.  For ACARS equipped  aircraft, the “OUT” and “OFF” messages can be used to compute delay , but only after the aircraft is moving.  At major airports, examination of the OUT/OFF message pairs would provide a significant sample of flights and a reasonable estimate of departure delays usable for TFM purposes.  Making this information available via AOCnet would be straightforward, as the requisite message traffic is already handled by ARINC.  Airline ops centers receive reports from their gate personnel and aircraft, and could choose to make delay information available to the FAA via the AOCNet to ADTN2000 gateway, achieving the objective of ensuring that delays are known to the service provider but maintaining more direct control over the process.

5.   Nature of the Data

Departure delays can be viewed in at least two ways: as individual flight delay information or as delays aggregated by airport.  ATC is mainly concerned with the latter, as their objective is optimizing system operations to the extent possible..  AOCs need both views in order to meet the business needs of the airline.  Therefore, it would be useful to provide both a high-level view and a means of drilling down to individual flights as necessary.

6.   What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

Delay data derived from Out-Off-On-In messages is already handled by ARINC, and could be made available in filtered form to provide delay information.  AOCs holding internal information that they wished to make available could also distribute it via AOCNet.  At ATC locations where alternative means of distribution (SA-IDS, ACE, etc) are available, local controllers or TMCs could report delays, but this would be less desirable than automated provision since it would be workload-permitting and therefore less reliable and consistent.

7. Other Issues
(Editors Note) This item is related to but not the same as the Forecast Departure Delay information CDM participants are currently providing to ATC through the AOCnet, 



